Indiana University School of Medicine
Medical Student Council
Meeting Agenda – March 26th, 2013

6:00
Call to order, Opening Remarks, Approval of February Minutes

6:05-6:15
Center Representative Report and Regional Center Liaison Report
BL: Andrew Walker and Kat Gilbert, Class of 2015
    Bryce McKee and Neal Ramchandani, Class of 2016
EV: Ethan Oates, Class of 2015
    Taylor Coleman, Class of 2016
FW: Michael Maurer, Class of 2015
    Alan Tom, Class of 2016
LA: Angie Schafer, Class of 2015
    Keith Hansen, Class of 2016
MU: Elizabeth Barrow, Class of 2015
    Jessica Burk, Class of 2016
NW: Rachael Steinken and John Parish, Class of 2015
    Mimi Huang and Mike Kalina, Class of 2016
SB: Adam Miller and Loué Nassar, Class of 2015
    Patrick Davis, Edward Garcia, and Jennifer Lamb, Class of 2016
TH: Julia Freeze, Class of 2013
    Teela Crecelius, Class of 2014
    Christian Gage, Class of 2015
    Milan Patel, Class of 2016

Andy Krack, RCL, Class of 2014
• House Leader Introductions, Campus Video Project

6:15-6:20
Class Officer Reports
Thomas Gianaris, President, Class of 2013
Chris Mosher, President, Class of 2014
Dan Fer, President, Class of 2015
Parth Patel, President, Class of 2016

6:20-6:40
Executive Council Reports
Chad Flowers, Executive VP, Class of 2014
• Student Orgs Calendar, Dean Candidate Interviews, Department Chair Meeting Updates
Jason White, VP of Membership, Class of 2015
• Interview Day Update, SIG Orientation Update
Rahul Abhyankar, Secretary, Class of 2015
• IUPUI Student Involvement Updates, SIG Contacts/MSC Website Updates, Wellness Passport Project
Darren Plummer, Treasurer, Class of 2014
• Funding/Reimbursement Updates (W1 Form), Accessing IUPUI Funding
Jenna Fritsch, President, Class of 2014
• MS3 Clerkships Discussion (Survey), GME Funding

6:40-6:45
Urology SIG Presentation

6:45-6:55
Non-Voting Membership / Student Organizations Reports

7:00
Meeting Adjournment

All meeting minutes posted on the MSC website: www.iusom.org